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GPS AND A MODERN DATA LINK SUPPORTING
THE SYNTHETIC BATTLEFIELD

Captain Chris Lettiere
US Air Force

Nat Raimondo, Tom Macdonald
TASC

ABSTRACT: This paper describes the use of GPS, a data communication network, and
modern simulation techniques to create a synthetic battlefield for testing and training
applications. It will discuss recent experiments conducted by the DoD to evaluate this
approach.

INTRODUCTION

For many years, the Department of Defense (DoD) has used simulation systems to
augment limited scale testing and training activities. However, it has used simulation
techniques, only sparingly, to assess the performance of systems and personnel operating in
large scale battlefield environments. The primary reasons that simulation technology does
not support the battlefield environment are the inability to obtain sufficient modeling
fidelity, the lack of a precise timing source to coordinate the various functions, and the lack
of a common coordinate system for all the real and simulated participants. One must
appreciate that all functions in the virtual battlefield need to appear as source transparent to
the real–time user.

In the past, technological, financial, platform, physical and personnel constraints put
limits on establishing the battlespace for operational testing or training. Declining budgets
and the demands for more thorough testing and more realistic training exacerbates these
concerns. These conflicting factors are causing the DoD to reconsider and redefine how to
perform testing and training functions.

Two technological advances provide the means to overcome these obstacles; namely the
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Distributive Interactive Simulations (DIS). GPS
provides a world–wide three–dimensional positioning accuracy of 4.3 feet, verified on
calibrated ranges (see Reference A). GPS also provides universal time tagging to an
accuracy of better than 100 nanoseconds. GPS is becoming the accepted positioning and



timing source for all Department of Defense (DoD) testing and training ranges. DIS
provides standard protocols and interfaces that permit the exchange of data between real
and simulated players located at diverse locations.

The maturing of GPS, DIS, and visualization systems, coupled with a communications
network designed for the collection of GPS and platform data from high, medium and low
dynamic platforms, contribute to more effective and efficient testing and training exercises.
These technologies have already started a culture change within the DoD in how we plan to
conduct testing and training exercises.

Experiments demonstrate that the timing and positioning accuracy of the GPS system,
coupled with established DIS techniques will aid in the creation of a synthetic battlefield for
testing and training activities. This battlefield will accommodate high, medium, and low
dynamic platforms. In this battlefield, the use of simulated participants will greatly reduce
the number of live participants. This will facilitate cost–efficient testing and training
exercises in a battlefield resembling the environment in which we expect to engage our
adversaries.

The DoD is presently placing GPS–based assets on all its major test ranges. GPS will
be the Time Space Positioning Information (TSPI) source. A new target control system is
being implemented using GPS as the TSPI source. All new training systems and system
upgrades specify the use of GPS as the positioning and timing source. This acceptance of
GPS as the standard for positioning and timing data is the first step toward effective
augmentation of live testing and training with simulated and live participants.

In summary, the precise timing and accurate world–wide positioning available from
GPS permits the simulation community to obtain the modeling fidelity necessary to replicate
high dynamic platforms in a synthetic battlefield. DIS standardized protocols and interfaces
designed for open architecture computer systems permits the exchange of data between
widely diverse locations. A data link is in place to permit the real time collection and
distribution of information. This paper discusses the technologies and experiments that
demonstrate the ability of these technologies to support test and training activities.

GPS AND DATA LINKS FOR RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

Test Range System Overview

In the early 1980s, a DoD study recommended that GPS–based equipment suites be
developed as a TSPI source for testing and training applications. The DoD named the GPS
Range Applications Joint Program Office, or RAJPO, to develop this GPS–based



instrumentation for use on major Army, Navy and Air Force test ranges.  This TSPI is to be
available at a central facility in real time.  It was determined that there is no datalink
available to all the services meeting this requirement. The RAJPO, aided by the ranges,
determined that the requirement could only be met by the development of a robust data link.
The instrumentation has to provide the TSPI without interfering with, or increasing the cost
of, the system under test. Reference A provides the details of the GPS receiver–based
RAJPO system, together with test results.

For high performance fighter aircraft, the instrumentation is in a 5–inch diameter
Sidewinder–type missile pod shell that connects to the AIM–9 station of suitably equipped
aircraft. Thus, any fighter aircraft that has an AIM–9 station can accommodate this pod,
without modification to the aircraft. The Air Force and Navy have certified this pod for
carriage on all operational aircraft currently in the inventory.

The pod consists of a GPS P(Y)–code receiver, a strapdown inertial reference unit, data
link transceiver, flash memory recording system, GPS and data link antenna systems, and
power supplies. When necessary, an encryption device is available to encode the data
transmitted from the pod to the base station.

If the instrumentation is to support platforms that do not accommodate an external pod
installation, the instrumentation is installed on plates. These plates are temporarily mounted
inside the host vehicle. The GPS receiver, inertial reference unit, and supporting hardware,
are installed on one plate. The Data Link Transceiver (DLT) and its supporting hardware
are installed on a separate plate. Each plate measures approximately 18″ × 24″ × 10″. For
these applications, the platform must accommodate the installation of GPS and DLT
antennas.

A C/A–code GPS receiver that meets the requirements for TSPI operation with this
range system is available for low dynamic platforms such as tracked and wheeled vehicles,
ships, and some rotary–winged aircraft. For the tracking of tactical or strategic missiles, a
GPS–based translator system is available. Thus, the RAJPO has developed suites of
equipment to accommodate participants throughout the dynamic spectrum.

For both internal–mount and external–mount configurations, the participant
communicates with the base station through the Data Link System (DLS). The Data Link
Transceiver (DLT) is the participant portion of the DLS. The base station electronics
consists of a data link network controller and processor subsystem, a differential GPS
receiver and processor subsystem, a DLT, and the GPS and DLT antenna subsystems. The
base station electronics are typically installed at a fixed site. To provide base station



Figure 1   RAJPO GPS Receiver-Based Assets

mobility, several ranges place the equipment in trailers. To assure network connectivity for
all mission scenarios, remote communication transceiver and antenna systems can be
strategically located throughout the range. Software is available to consider terrain
topography and mission profiles for determining the optimal location(s) for the remote
transceiver stations. To meet specific flight profiles, the remote relay sites can be
repositioned for optimum data link coverage.

Data Link System (DLS)

The DLS can address up to 2000 participants from high, medium, and low dynamic
platforms. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) techniques accommodate the real–time
collection of GPS and platform data. The DLS can support up to 250 participants reporting
on a once–per–second basis. The system can support 25 participants reporting at a rate of



10 Hz. If it is necessary to involve more than 25 aircraft at this reporting rate, the range can
use additional nets. A future upgrade will permit the next group of 25 aircraft to use a
different frequency in the allocated band.

The DLS operates in the L–Band, in the 1350–1400 MHZ or the 1429–1435 MHZ
spectrums, and occupies 1.6 MHZ of the frequency band. The existing transmitted power
and antenna systems guarantee line–of–sight operation out to approximately 80 miles.
Practically speaking, the system regularly demonstrates reliable message reception at ranges
up to 150 miles from the reception site.

During a mission, each participant DLT, continuously monitors its ability to
communicate with the base station by direct line of sight, or by relay through other aircraft
and remote transceiver sites. When it is time to report, the participant selects the most
efficient routing of its message to the base station and transmits the message, without
operator intervention. The system will support up to five relays for each message
transmission. This capability greatly extends the range of the system, while maintaining
message reliability.

To assure interoperability and cooperability between ranges, each range will use
different frequencies and time slots. As a participant leaves one range and enters another
range, the participant is assigned a new reporting frequency. If a participant DLT does not
properly receive, or implement the transfer to the new range frequency, the DLT will switch
to a default frequency; thus, assuring sustained operation. Frequency spacing disciplines
prevent interference between nearby ranges.

GPS and DLS Performance

Table 1 demonstrates the accuracy of the system in a variety of operating modes. These
data are the result of a detailed test program on the calibrated range at Eglin Air Force Base.
Sophisticated post mission signal processing techniques eliminate any anomalies in the truth
system. During the tests, the aircraft flew various high stress maneuvers, including Figure
Eights, Cuban Eights, Climb and Dive, Oval Tracks and High–G Loops. All maneuvers took
place in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions to evaluate the impact of pod
location on the quality of the data. Sometimes, multiple pods were flown on the aircraft to
determine the impact of pod location on the accuracy of the data. The goal was to consider
the effects of wing up/wing down, fuselage–induced signal blockage and multipath, and
location of a pod at inboard or outboard wing stations.



Table 1 1994 Flight Mission Error Statistics (F–15 and F–16 Aircraft, Various High G Maneuvers)
ITEM ABSOLUTE

UNAIDED
ABSOLUTE

AIDED
DIFFERENTIAL

UNAIDED
DIFFERENTIAL

AIDED
Spec Average Spec Average Spec Average Spec Average

Horizontal Position (ft) 26 20.2 23 8.9 14 8.2 8 2.3
Vertical Position (ft) 43 31.3 38 15.6 23 10.3 13 3.7
Horizontal Velocity
(ft/sec)

20 7.9 1.7 0.7 20 5.6 1.7 0.41

Vertical Velocity (ft/sec) 34 4.8 2.7 0.7 34 4.5 2.7 0.4

Tests at various low and high altitudes, and over water (where high multipath
interference can affect communication performance) did verify message integrity. The test
program was able to validate message integrity from aircraft operating at relative speeds of
Mach 2.5. To validate the GPS TSPI performance, the DLS had to provide consistent and
reliable messages throughout the test period. Testing did verify the message relay
capabilities in various flight scenarios by using as relay nodes other aircraft, remote date
link sites, and combinations of aircraft and remote datalink sites.

A NEW TARGET CONTROL SYSTEM

The use of unmanned targets operating as enemy platforms are an integral part of DoD
testing and training exercises. The ability to control a mix of airborne and surface targets is
a necessary component of these exercises. The targets closely replicate the threat, flying
pre–planned flight profiles, while meeting ground and flight safety requirements. The targets
fly autonomously, or under the management of a flight controller.

The tri–service Next Generation Target Control System (NGTCS) program is
developing this capability. The present schedule calls for each of the major target control
ranges to receive a system by the year 2000.  NGTCS requires the simultaneous tracking of
full and sub–scale drones to an altitude of 120,000 feet. Airborne relays will permit tracking
to distances greater than 350 nautical miles from the control center. By transferring the
tracking capability from one command center to another, the theoretical range of operation
is unlimited, thus supporting open–ocean scenarios.

The inherent capabilities of GPS will permit NGTCS to achieve the necessary
positioning and system timing requirements for autonomous and remotely controlled flights.
Augmentation with modern display and control systems will satisfy the mission
requirements. The remaining major element of the system requiring definition is the data



Figure 2   The Next Generation Target Control System Overview

link. The communication system must uplink all control commands to the targets and
downlink all the positioning and telemetry information from the targets, while controlling
these targets. A variant of the RAJPO DLS is the baseline networking scheme for NGTCS.

The DLS capacity of 240 Kbps for each system net meets the present and potential
future NGTCS requirements, such as simulation capabilities. For high dynamic players
reporting at a 10 Hz rate, NGTCS can accommodate 6–8 platforms in a single net. Tracking
capacity can increase by adding nets to a range. Each range will develop its own procedures
for adding nets. Ranges must comply with local range frequency utilization constraints and
other range–specific operational disciplines.



Adaptations to the DLS are necessary to satisfy the NGTCS requirements. The system
latency for the DLS will be less than 50 ms. Latest state–of–the–art networking techniques
will enhance message integrity and availability. Network transfer schemes will be a part of
the system. The system will support multiple networks in the same range.

THE SYNTHETIC BATTLEFIELD

As stated previously, geography, instrumentation, physical and personnel constraints
often limit the environment for live testing and training exercises. We can enhance this
environment by interfacing the live participants with virtual entities (human–in–the–loop
simulations) and constructive entities (war games and other automated simulations). A
method for achieving this interface is the use of DIS protocols. DIS defines an infrastructure
for networking multiple interactive participants. The participants in a DIS exercise
communicate through the exchange of DIS Protocol Data Units (PDUs). These PDUs are
the result of a series of workshops attended by more than 100 members of the Government,
industry, and educational institutions for the past seven years. GPS, with its global
coordinate system, high positioning accuracy and precise universal time tag, provides DIS
with the means to synchronize live and virtual participants on a common grid. These GPS
capabilities are necessary if one is to solve the problems associated with the relative
positioning of high, medium and low dynamic live platforms and virtual entities in a
synthetic battlefield.

In 1994, the RAJPO and TASC initiated an effort to investigate the use of GPS and
DLS as the positioning, timing and communication sources to link live and simulated
participants through the use of DIS. The project is known as the DIS GPS Optimal Virtual
Range project, or Project DISGOVR. The primary products of this project were two
software applications, referred to as the Live Entity Broker (LEB) and the Live Entity
VisualizeR (LEVR).

LEB provides the real–time interface between the live world and the virtual world. LEB
accepts raw TSPI data from the RAJPO system and converts this data to DIS PDUs. LEB
also performs detection and filling of data dropouts, filtering and smoothing of vehicle
dynamics, and applies DIS dead–reckoning algorithms.

LEVR provides the capability to create a virtual–world representation of any open–air
range. To create the virtual world, the designers use aerial, or satellite, photography of the
geographical area of interest. This photography is georegistered and superimposed over
digital terrain elevation data (DTED). The result is an interconnecting web of polygons that
provides a three dimensional virtual representation of the real world in a DIS environment.



The first test of Project DISGOVR took place during Roving Sands ‘95, a multinational
triservice annual military training exercise. Reference B describes in detail the activities of
the exercise. Roving Sands ‘95 involved approximately 24,000 people, with a Command
and Control structure comparable to the Gulf War. A significant portion of the exercise used
constructive and virtual simulators. It included more than 70 Air Force and Navy aircraft,
flying in an area covering 50,000 square miles of New Mexico and Texas.

A subset of the live aircraft (five F–15s, four F–16s) used RAJPO instrumentation pods.
The TSPI from the pods was collected at the ground mobile DLS facility. The data were
passed to the LEB, which performed the conversion to DIS PDUs. These PDUs were
passed to LEVR for visualization as a synthetic representation of the real–world
battlespace. PDUs were also passed to a variety of DIS–compliant simulators. Over 150
participant hours of live entity integration were supported and recorded.

The success of Project DISGOVR in Roving Sands ‘95 led to the use of live aircraft in
another DIS–supported exercise. The Warfighter ‘95 exercise merged a constructive
simulation of a Korean theater conflict with a variety of live aircraft and virtual weapon
simulators, including a simulated AWACS aircraft. Although the synthetic battlespace was
over the Korean peninsula, the constructive simulation was physically hosted at Hurburt
Field, Florida. The virtual simulations were physically located at numerous sites nationwide.

For Warfighter ’95, the live aircraft flying over the Eglin Air Force Base range, were
injected into the synthetic environment in a manner similar to that described in the Roving
Sands ‘95 exercise. TSPI from the RAJPO instrumentation pods was collected at the mobile
DLS facility and passed to the LEB for translation into DIS PDUs. At this point, the activity
diverged from that accomplished in Roving Sands ‘95. For Warfighter ‘95, the LEB
virtually relocated to the Korean theater, before broadcasting the PDUs on the exercise
network. To the simulated exercise participants, the live aircraft appeared to be flying over
Korean airspace.

In both exercises, the integration of live participants into the synthetic airspace was
open loop. Live aircraft were injected into the synthetic battlespace, but the simulated
participants were never introduced into the live battlespace. At this time there are DoD
programs exploring the possibility of closing this loop. The closing of this loop will provide
a degree of feedback from the virtual battlespace to the live participants in a synthetic
exercise.



Figure 3   RAJPO and TASC Role in Warfighter ’95

CONCLUSION

GPS, modern data communication networks and modern simulation techniques are
providing the means to enhance testing and training through the creation of a synthetic
battlefield.

RAJPO GPS instrumentation is currently in use at all of the major DoD test ranges. A
precise positioning and timing source is available from the GPS/inertial package to support
synchronization and registering of synthetic battlefield events and participants. The DLS is
the networking scheme for the collection of the TSPI data on these ranges. By the turn of
the century, derivatives of these assets will be in use to control unmanned target vehicles
supporting testing and training exercises. All major DoD range procurements and upgrades
specify the use of GPS as the positioning source.

Recent experiments in the creation of a synthetic battlefield demonstrated the potential
for DIS live entity integration to enhance a battlefield that is populated with low, medium
and high dynamic live and virtual players. In the next century we will see a large portion



ofmilitary testing and conducted on a synthetic battlefield. This battlefield may be
“virtually” located any place in the world, with an unlimited number of real and simulated
participants. The participants can be physically located in different locations and moved to
the synthetic battlefield. Operators and equipment will be evaluated in a realistic battlefield
environment, which will allow out troops to be more thoroughly trained and prepared for
any engagement. All this will be accomplished with fewer assets than previously imagined.
The synthetic battlefield will be limited only by our ability to define the fighting
environment.
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